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How to find a Partner (comprehensive) 
The Bendigo Bridge Club website has a facility to advertise that you are looking for a partner to play 
bridge in a scheduled tournament session. 

There are 2 methods, this is the comprehensive method. 

The method uses [Find a Partner] which is accessible in two different locations, you choose which is the 
most convenient and easiest 
to use.  The first location is 
in the [Find a Partner] tab 
located in the [Members 
Only] area.  This is reached 
by clicking on the [Members 
Only] button at the top right of the [Home] page, or by clicking on the [Membership & Bookings] menu. 

 

After selecting either of the options to reach the [Members Only] area the following screen is visible; 
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Click on the [Find a Partner] 
tab, 
if you have not already 
logged in you will be asked 
to; type your name, email 
or ABF number and your 
password 

 

To 
register your request to [Find a Partner] simply check the PR column and then click the [Confirm] button 
in the top left of the tab. 

 

You will notice that now my/your name appears against the tournament, and because I enabled the 
[Show] options of [My Email], [My Phone] and [My Mobile], there is a mail envelope icon and my mobile 
phone number against my entry.  If anyone clicks the envelope icon, a pop up box will allow any other 
member to send me an email.  Alternately, they could ring me using the listed mobile. 

I can cancel this request simply by changing the check box from PR to NP, which means “Not Playing” 
and [Confirm] 
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My request is now published 
and can be seen by 
interested parties on the 
Calendar;  
 

 
 

 

And through (Partner?) seen 
on the forward [Calendar] 
on the right of the [Home] 
page; 
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